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Clever Marketing Idea Pulls Leads
Jan. 10
One of the best ways to get people in the door for your service-based business
is to partner with another local small business and promote each other.
For Wisconsin insurance agent Matt Nelson of American Advantage Insurance
– Nelson Agency Inc., the key to generating leads galore is offering a $20 gift
certificate to diners at a popular Italian restaurant near his office in Port
Washington, Wis., where I live. All you need to do is let him give you a
complete auto and home/condo/renters policy quote.
On New Year’s Eve, my friend and I saw a postcard with the offer, tucked inside
the leather folder that held our dinner check.
“Isn’t this clever?” my friend said.
Nelson says he gives away from one to two dozen gift certificates a month,
almost all to people who really need an insurance quote and aren’t mooching a
free meal.
To do: See the postcard and read about the promotion in the article “Insurance
Agent Uses Restaurant Gift Cards to Pull Leads” at my blog.

Best Free Media Directory
Jan. 28
At 8 this morning, I’m presenting a session on the annual Publishing at Sea
cruise on the seven most important components authors must include in a
publicity campaign this year.
I’ll be showing a short video on USNPL.com, the best free media database that
has all kinds of bells and whistles that help you reach media people quickly.
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I’ve written about it here before and I want to remind you that it’s at your
fingertips. It helps you find contact information and, in some cases, direct links
where you can upload press releases.
To do: Watch the same short YouTube video I’ll be showing today when I teach
on the ship, and read about my 7 Ways to Use the Best Free Media Database for
Publicity.

Why In-person Radio Interviews Matter
Feb. 18
The convenience of Internet radio makes it tempting to dismiss the task of
booking interviews at AM or FM radio stations.
Radio Publicity Expert Bryan Farrish says 99 percent of the people listening to an
AM or FM station are within the broadcast signal range, and that’s all you really
care about if you’re trying to market a product or service to that area. Only 1
percent might be listening online. But there’s a more important reason to do
radio interviews targeted to specific cities.
“It’s probably obvious for musicians, who will need to travel to those cities to
perform, but it’s equally important for you to travel there too for book signings,
film debuts, speaking engagements, etc.,” he says. “There is absolutely nothing
more important to radio listeners in a city than to be able to meet the person
that they just heard on the radio.”
Theaters, civic groups, schools, businesses, book stores–even libraries–all want
what everyone wants: a person who is somewhat known by the people that can
come to their place. And if you just did a great radio interview (or two or three)
on a station in a city, then you are at the top of the list of people they will
consider to host. And if they were already considering you, they will now
consider paying you more than before your interviews, again, because you can
now attract more people to their place.
To do: Learn more about how to sell products and services on the radio and
succeed at five other tasks that will skyrocket your visibility in each city. Read his
article “Radio Interview 101: Concentrating Your Radio Listeners Into Cities.”
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Statistics Enrich Your Elevator Pitch
Feb. 21
Here’s my old 15-second elevator pitch, the short explanation I give when
people ask, “What do you do?”
“I’m publicity expert Joan Stewart, The Publicity Hound, and I teach authors,
speakers, experts, CEOs and small business owners how to get thousands of
dollars in free publicity and tell their story to the world, without an expensive
publicist.”
Watch what happens when I add three numerals.
“I’m publicity expert Joan Stewart, The Publicity Hound, and over the last 20
years, I’ve mentored, coached and taught more than 50,000 authors, speakers,
experts, CEOs and small business owners how to get thousands of dollars in free
publicity and tell their story to the world, without a $20,000 publicist.”
Regardless of what you do for a living, numbers and statistics enrich your
elevator pitch. They lend credibility to your expertise. They communicate your
value far beyond words alone. Even if you have to estimate how many people
you’ve helped, that’s OK.
To do: Study your elevator pitch. Approximately how many audience members
have you spoken to? How many products have you sold? How many problems
have you solved? How many books have you published? How much value have
you delivered? How many clients have you served? Thanks to book shepherd
Judith Briles for sharing this one.
Let me help you craft your elevator pitch with compelling statistics that entice
people to say, “Tell me more.” Read more about how you can Rent My Brain.

Top 100 Local Online Directories
March 21
Does a big chunk of your business come from your local community?
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If so, claim your spot in local online directories. Don’t assume that if you
prepare federal tax returns in Orlando, a consumer will find you if she types “tax
preparers orlando” into Google.
She’ll probably find two or three local directories such as Yelp or Thumbtack in
the organic, or unpaid, search results before she finds the website of a local tax
preparer. Ouch! If you’re not in one of those directories, you’re competing with
the dozens of other businesses listed in them.
Website Magazine has a list of 100 local directories that work hand in hand with
local search results to boost your visibility. The Top 5:
1. Google My Business
2. YellowPages.com
3. Yelp
4. Facebook
5. Manta
To do: See the 95 other sites in the article “Essential Local Directories for
Visibility.” You don’t need them all or even most of them. Some are for niche
businesses like home improvements & services, weddings, travel, real estate,
restaurants, etc.

Quiz: What Annoys Journalists Most?
March 21
Which of these six things gall journalists the most?
1. Not having a press release
2. Cold calling
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3. Typos in an email pitch
4. Not knowing their beat
5. Not including multi-media in a press release
6. Mailing them media kits or swag
Business Wire, a press release distribution service, surveyed more than 600
journalists in 40 countries to find out exactly how and when they want to be
contacted.
They compiled their results in a report you can grab if you’re willing to opt in.
You’ll learn the time of day when experienced journalists prefer to be pitched,
how they want to receive breaking news, the two most important pieces of
information they’re looking for in your press release and lots more.
To do: Grab the free report “Media Matchmaker: A Blueprint to Finding Your
Perfect Media Match.” Did you guess the right answer to the quiz above? You
did if you chose “Not knowing their beat.” That problem is easily solved with my
training video and big bonus package that teaches you “11 Fast, Free, Easy
Ways to Research Journalists, Broadcasters and Bloggers BEFORE You Pitch.”
Use the coupon code RESEARCH at check-out and save $24.98. Get yours here.

Trust Me, You Need This
April 1
Lackluster subject lines invite people reading their email to skip yours–or worse,
delete them. Mine too.
That’s why, when someone compiles a list of subject lines that scream “read
me!” I print them and tuck them into a three-ring binder, for easy reference on
days when the creative juices aren’t flowing.
You’ll love AWeber’s collection of phrases that create a sense of urgency, have a
strong call to action, get personal, repeat yourself, brag a little, ask a question,
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and use creative punctuation and capitalization. One of my favorites? “Trust
Me, You Need This,” the subject line I chose for this email.
To do: See their list of “51 Open-worthy Subject Lines.” I love and recommend
AWeber, the service I use for these email tips. Start a free 30-day free trial using
this affiliate link. If you’re an author, watch my free training on “How to Use
Email to Attract Fans, Create SuperFans & Sell More Books.”

Create Quizzes That Go Viral
April 8
People love to talk about themselves.
That’s why a quiz that helps them test or rate themselves is one of the best
pieces of content you can create if you want it to go viral.
“What famous entrepreneur are you most like?”
“What is your social media personality type?”
“What’s your skin grade?”
“Test your marketing IQ”
People love taking quizzes using their mobile phones while they’re scrolling
through their social media feeds, multitasking on their computers or taking a
quick break from whatever else they’re doing. If you’re a subject matter expert,
or you want to create a quiz to help you pull traffic to your website or create a
new product, but you don’t know where to start, I’ve found the perfect how-to
guide. Quizzes are one of three things that Tom Antion teaches you how to
create in his new ebook, “Kick Start Viral: How to Get Thousands of People to
Share Your Content and Send You Money.”
Tom gives ideas for quizzes, advice on how long they should be, and he lists five
plug-ins or software he has used, tested and recommends. The ebook also
explains how to use contests and “content lockers” to make people share your
blog posts, articles and videos.
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To do: Grab the book for $17 before the price goes up, using this affiliate link.

How to Revive a Blog on Life Support
May 13
If you’ve ignored your blog for months, or even years, it isn’t too late to
resuscitate.
Step 1: Writer Miranda Hill recommends you apologize to your readers for
ignoring them.
“You need to tell your subscribers you’re sorry for letting them down and
explain what has kept you away,” she says. “And whatever you do, don’t fall into
the trap of making excuses to cover your butt, even if your reasons seem trivial.”
Showing your absence with raw honesty and a heartfelt apology and looking
vulnerable, she says, might draw them back to you like a magnet.
To do: Read “Ignored Your Blog for Months? 13 Tips for Getting It Back on
Track.”

Book Marketing Tip: More HARO Successes
May 13
It happened again this week. I answered a HARO query about content marketing
strategies, and less than eight hours after responding, the blogger emailed to
tell me I was included in his published roundup of content experts.
I told him about my Pinterest board “50 Steps to Free Publicity” which often
ranks higher than my website on Google search.
Two Publicity Hounds wrote to me to share their success stories too. Romance
author and freelance writer Carrie Aulenbacher has used HARO to get into the
Wall Street Journal, the Chicago Tribune, Women’s Health, Yahoo, Monster,
Huffington Post, AskMen.com, Business Management Daily and many more. And
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author/speaker Silvana Clark said a magazine that gave her publicity after she
answered a HARO query even paid her for the interview, almost unheard of.
HARO is a free service and you should be using it! Three times a day, Monday
through Friday, you’ll get media leads from journalists who are looking for
specific types of sources to interview.
To do: Read my blog post “HARO Success Stories Require Persistence and
Patience.” It includes tips for responding to queries.

New to Book Publicity? Start Local
May 30
Admit it.
It’s tempting to imagine a review of your book in the New York Times. Or a story
profiling you in USA Today. Or a standing-room-only crowd at your poetry
reading at Powell’s in Portland, which calls itself “the world’s largest
independent bookstore in the world.”
It’s OK to dream big, but not when you’re starting to promote your book and
especially if you’re new to book publicity.
That’s because you face stiff competition in top-tier media, giant bookstore
chains and other mega-venues. You need a track record of successes, with each
layer building upon the next.
The easiest place to start? In your own community where many of your
neighbors already consider you a celebrity because you’ve written a book.
To do: Read my tips for ideas galore on how to concentrate on local media and
venues in your community for any type of publicity you’re seeking. See my
article “New to Book Publicity? Go Local First” at Joel Friedlander’s blog.

TV Studio Tip
June 17
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If you’re going to a TV studio for an interview, or you’re a speaker or trainer who
is invited to do a live-streaming event for a client inside a TV studio, this is
important.
Call the studio at least a week before the event and learn all you can about the
equipment. That’s what I did to prepare for the June 28 live streaming “Lunch &
Learn” for Florida real estate agents. I’ll be in an Orlando TV studio, presenting a
one-hour session on how to get free publicity.
I called the TV studio this week and asked lots of questions about the props I’m
bringing, the microphone, the camera and the set. Then I asked, “What else do I
need to know about something I didn’t ask you?”
The producer replied, “Don’t wear green because you’ll be in front of a green
screen.”
I was planning to wear an emerald green jacket. In front of a green screen,
which is “erased” and replaced with a “fake” background, it would have looked
as though I was missing my torso.
To do: Before any speaking engagement anywhere, know every technical detail
early enough to pivot to Plan B. Sage advice from my mentor, Tom Antion. He
has two excellent free training sessions for professional speakers. Access them
using these affiliate links:
30 Speaking Tips in 37.625 Minutes
How to Maximize the Value of Any Speaking Engagement (For advanced and
paid speakers)

Your Book in Costco? Maybe If…
July 25
One of the best ways to convince your local Costco store to sell your book is to
show the manager of the book department impressive sales figures that prove
you can sell the book on your own.
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The second best way is to offer a region-specific book, like a novel, that takes
place in the area where the store is located. Or a nonfiction book that takes a
closer look at that area.
For example, indie author Michael T. Keene wanted his new book, “The Psychic
Highway–How the Erie Canal Changed America,” inside Costco stores in upstate
New York. Even without impressive sales figures behind him, two local Costco
stores said yes.
But what if your book isn’t on local history?
To do: Publishing expert Amy Collins has advanced tips on how to work with the
buyers, merchandisers and the marketing departments at Costco, Walmart,
Target and other big retailers. She shares them on the video replay of a webinar
I hosted with her on “How to Convince Costco, Walmart, Target & Other Huge
Chains to Sell Your Books.” Use the coupon code COSTCO at check-out (Click
“Apply” and “Recalculate”) to grab it for half price. Grab it here.

How to Get More Retweets
Aug. 1
Here are two ways to encourage more people to share your content on Twitter.
They’re courtesy of SocialQuant which analyzed almost a half million tweets
with over 3.5 million impressions in the new Twitter Algorithm.
1. Tweet links. Tweets containing a link comprised more than 91 percent of
all retweets in the sample.
2. Tweet about Twitter. Tweets with the word “Twitter” in them get more
than 3 times more retweets vs. tweets with “Facebook” and more than
six times retweets vs. tweets with “Instagram.”
To do: Find out about the three other things that encourage retweets, and the
one surprising thing you might be doing that actually results in fewer retweets.
Read “Twitter’s New Algorithm–How to Get More Retweets” at PR pro Sally
Falkow’s blog. Notice the killer images she used to make the blog content easy
to read.
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The Dreaded Interview Question
Aug. 12
It’s an embarrassing question about your “control freak” management style. Or
a tough question about your personal opinion on abortion. Or a nasty question
about why you were fired from your last job.
It might be a killer question about that awful business decision you made 15
years ago. Or an unfair question about your drunken driving conviction. Or an
out-of-bounds question about your three divorces.
Depending on the story, and whether you are a public figure, all of those
questions might be pertinent. But not necessarily. Here’s how to prepare.
Write down the toughest questions you could ever be asked. Then craft a short,
intelligent answer for each one and practice it until you can give the answer
smoothly and confidently. If the information the reporter wants is no one’s
business, or is irrelevant to the story, there’s nothing wrong with saying, “That
question has nothing to do with the story, and I’d rather not answer it.”
Another response that will help you is, “Why are you asking that question?” If
you don’t like what you hear, you can always say, “I’d rather not answer it.” Do
not say “no comment” which makes you sound guilty.
To do: “Special Report #1: Damage Control–How to Keep the Media from
Making a Mess of Your Story” is one of 52 special reports that will make you
media ready and show you how to share your story with the world, without a
$20,000 publicist. Because you’re reading this ebook, you get any report for half
off. That’s 2 for the price of 1. Use coupon code HALFOFF at checkout when you
order here.

How to Answer a HARO Query
Aug. 12
One of the most frequent questions people ask me is, “How do I reply to a HARO
query?”
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They are referring to the “request for sources” from all types of media outlets
after you register for free at HelpaReporter.com.
The short answer: Quickly and briefly.
Many media outlets receive enough responses and have enough sources within
the first hour after queries are emailed at 5:35 a.m., 12:35 p.m. and 5:35 p.m.
Eastern.
Your email response should be no longer than about five sentences, and give
just enough information to let them know you are a perfect source. If you aren’t
perfect, don’t respond.
To do: Cision, which owns HARO, has a “best practices” list of tips you can get if
you give them your name and email address here.

How to Discuss Your Book on the Air
Aug. 29
The success of your media interview, whether your audience stays tuned into
you or tunes out, will depend largely on whether or not you tell them how your
information will help them.
Broadcast media, and print media too, are slaves to their audiences. Most TV
interviews are in the range of three to five minutes. Radio interviews are usually
from 5 to 10 minutes. In print, a 500-word article is about the medium length
most people will find.
You are offering your time and expertise to their audience in exchange for
exposure of your book. But if during the interview you say things like, “In my
book, I wrote…,” don’t be surprised if the host cuts you off before your three
minutes are up.
If you write nonfiction, you MUST be helpful. If you write fiction, you MUST
entertain.
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To do: Read PR expert Marcia Friedman’s tips in her article “Why Can’t I Just
Talk About My Book On The Air? Why Using the Media to Sell Books is a Finesse
Play.” Then, let me help you identify ideal media pitches, based on your book,
product or service, during a Rent My Brain session. Learn more about how we’ll
work together during our one-hour strategy session.

“Love Your Lawyer Day” Approaching
Sept. 30
Marketing super-star Nader Anise created “Love Your Lawyer Day” in 2001 as a
way for people to honor the legal profession and share a little love with their
attorneys. Print media love this story, too.
How about doing something outrageous like serving your favorite law firm a
gourmet lunch on Nov. 3, comprised of signature dishes created by people in
your office? As an added bonus for the media, offer the recipes. If you don’t
want to spend this much time or trouble, buy good-quality food from a local
deli. (In 2018, Love Your Lawyer Day is celebrated on Nov. 2.)
Be sure to call your local TV stations a day or two beforehand. And make sure
your law firm knows what you’ll be doing.
Sound too hokey for you? The media didn’t think so. “Love Your Lawyer Day”
made the front page of the Wall Street Journal two years ago. USA Today,
Forbes, The Washington Post and Bloomberg Business also covered it. Here’s
the press release.
To do: Mark your calendar and start planning what you’ll do to generate
publicity from this holiday. Get the inside scoop from a former TV producer on
what to say when you call a TV station, how to determine who you should be
pitching, and how to make your pitch irresistible. The PDF transcript of my
interview with Shawne Duperon is still one of my most popular learning tools.
Grab it for half-price when you order “How to Get on the Local TV News
Tomorrow” and use LOVEYOURLAWYER.
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Self-promotion Tips for Shy People
Sept. 30
If you want publicity and you dread the thought of “putting myself out there”
because you’re shy, take heart.
You can ease into publicity on your own timetable and still promote yourself. A
real estate agent in Virginia asked me how to do that when I presented a session
this week on how to be your own publicist. Here are three tips:
1. Concentrate on print publicity first instead of broadcast. TV and radio
interviews are a lot more difficult because your answers need to be
shorter and pithier.
2. Join your local Toastmasters. You’ll learn how to speak with confidence,
a skill you’ll need when you decide to do broadcast interviews.
3. Consult with a media trainer who can help you create sizzling sound
bites, explain the best ways to use statistics in your interviews, and tell a
short, memorable story that media consumers will love.
To do: I can help. Use a one-hour Rent My Brain session for media training or
anything else like creating pitches, planning a book launch or promoting an
event. Learn more here about how to work with me.

17 Ways to Find Any Email Address
Oct. 3
When you’re ready to call it quits because you can’t find the email address of a
journalist, influencer or important person you must contact, don’t give up.
The folks at SEO Sherpa have compiled a list of more than a dozen ways to find
that coveted email address.
I’ve written about some of them, like the Hunter browser extension for Chrome.
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Here are three more ways to track down email addresses:
1. Does the person write articles for other online publications? If so, the
email address is probably included in the author bio at the end of the
article.
2. Have you done a Google search? If so, remember that there are dozens
of ways to search. Webmasters often list emails with (at) or [at] to avoid
spam bots scraping their actual email IDs. Try using (at) or [at] instead of
the commercial “@” sign.
3. Does the person have a sign-up box on their website, where you can opt
in for something free? If so, do it. Email tips or other info they send later
might include their email address where you can respond to them.
To do: Read “How to Find Any Email Address: The Complete List of Tactics (2017
Edition).” If you’re trying to catch the attention of several influencers, Nader
Anise has a proven FREE method that gets the biggest names in your industry to
become your closest allies and WANT to promote you like crazy. If you’re selling
any type of book, product or service, this 60-minute video training on “How to
Influence the Influencers” is an absolute must! You get it at half price when you
use the coupon code INFLUENCER at checkout. Order here.

Use Online Reviews in PR Storytelling
Oct. 7
When was the last time you read your list of Recommendations on LinkedIn?
I don’t mean those useless “Featured Skills & Endorsements.” I’m referring to
the section on your profile that lets happy clients and others write intelligent
endorsements for you and your work. Right now, go over and read them.
Then hop over to Amazon. And Yelp. And anywhere else people can rave about
you. Read all the reviews you can find.
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Now, choose the best ones. Think of how you can weave them into an
interesting story for your publicity and PR campaign. If you can’t write, hire a
writer to do this for you.
To do: Read Adam Beeson’s article “3 tips for using online reviews in PR
storytelling.” Too few reviews on Amazon? Watch the free training from Debbie
Drum on how to shave weeks off the tedious chore of targeting and pitching
Amazon Reviewers. It’s called “Sell More Books Faster with Less Effort: Build an
Army of Recruiters for Your Books.” (Affiliate link.)

Write Sassy Author Resource Boxes
Oct. 14
Some people collect antique china. Others keep a stash of comic books from
their childhood.
I collect author resources boxes.
Why? Because the ones most authors write are more potent than Ambien. And
every time I see one that makes me smile, I grab a screenshot for safekeeping.
A resource box is the super-short bio, usually 50 to 100 words, at the end of
articles and guest blog posts you’ve written. Sometimes they include a link to a
website. Sometimes they’re only one sentence. That means you must make the
best use of every character in a tiny amount of real estate.
To do: For examples of seven of my favorites, read my article “How to Write a
Sassy, Snarky, Sizzling Author Resource Box.”

Powerful App for Google Reviews
Nov. 21
When my 30-year-old furnace pooped out yesterday, I called Professional
Heating & Cooling in Port Washington, Wis., where I live, after seeing 22 fivestar reviews online.
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Within 10 minutes, two technicians showed up to analyze the problem. By 5
p.m., the new furnace was installed and running.
I kept raving about their service and told them how impressed I was at all the
gushing reviews I had read. Before they left, they sent a Bitly link to my mobile
phone. I clicked on it and was able to write a review right from the phone, while
I was still excited about the top-notch service I’d received. Most other
businesses just ask me to write a nice review, but I almost always forget.
The furnace guys used an app called Nearby Now for contractors and service
professionals. It’s free for the first 30 days and offers three paid subscription
levels after that, from $39 to $149 a month. Consider: It took me just a few
minutes, after seeing those reviews, to give them $2,800 worth of business. So
for them, the subscription was money well spent.
If you’re like me, you take the time to study online reviews: a type of free
publicity far more powerful than paid ads.
To do: Read about all the cool features of the Nearby Now app, and tell your
favorite service providers about it.

10 Ways Your Website Hurts Publicity
Nov. 25
Look no further than your website for one of the biggest mistakes that could
derail your publicity efforts.
Within five seconds of arriving, do visitors (including journalists), know exactly
what you do? If not, confused visitors usually do one thing. They leave.
On my homepage, it says, “If you need free publicity for a product, service,
cause or issue, you’re in the right place.”
My author client, Dr. Kevin Haselhorst, is an expert in palliative care, a difficult
topic to explain quickly. The headline on his homepage says: “I help caregivers,
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patients and their doctors understand how palliative care supports dying with
dignity.”
Next to the headline, visitors see a smiling Dr. H in his white lab coat, with a
stethoscope draped around his neck. Regardless of what you do or sell, lack of a
photo showing you smiling can also send visitors fleeing.
To do: Read my article, “Top 10 Ways Your Website Leaves Readers, and Leads,
in the Dust.” Even though it’s written for authors, some of the mistakes apply to
other sites too.

Join More Than 5,000 Other Fans
...who read "The Publicity Hound's Tips of the Week," three snack-size email
tips (and one very funny dog video) delivered every Tuesday and Saturday. Be
part of my pack of Publicity Hounds. Subscribe here.
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Need One-on-One Help with Your Publicity Campaign?

I'm a phone call away. And in as little as 60 minutes, I can help you define – with
precision – people in your target market, show you where to find them, and help
you create a killer message that promotes your expertise. My consulting clients
love these one-on-one sessions. You will, too, because:
I don't charge for prep time. If I need to look at your website and social media
profiles, I do it on my watch, not on yours. That means that if you buy an hour
of my time, we're on the phone or on Skype for on hour.
You can ask me anything.
You'll learn about the best tools and shortcuts for promoting your expertise and
your business. I'll also tell you where you can and can’t cut corners. If you're
headed in the wrong direction, I'll tell you that, too, before you hit a dead end.
Ready for a round with The Publicity Hound? Go here and read more about how
we'll work together. Or email me at JStewart@PublicityHound.com and tell me
where you need help.
Like These Tips? Share Them:
1. On Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.
2. In your ezine.
3. At your blog.
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4. In your handouts, if you're a speaker.
5. In your next book.
Use this Link: http://publicityhound.com/go/bestof2017

Tweets you can use:
Clever idea for leads for service-based businesses. Inside free "Best of 2017"
ebook from @PublicityHound #medialeads goo.gl/44a7AV
Best #freemediadirectory? Check out the free "Best of 2017" ebook from
@PublicityHound goo.gl/44a7AV
Why in-person #radiointerviews matter. Inside "Best of 2017" ebook from
@PublicityHound goo.gl/44a7AV
Statistics enrich your elevator pitch. Inside "Best of 2017" ebook from
@PublicityHound #pitchingthemedia goo.gl/44a7AV
Where to find the Top 100 #LocalOnlineDirectories. Grab the free "Best of 2017"
ebook from @PublicityHound goo.gl/44a7AV
Quiz: What Annoys Journalists Most? Inside "Best of 2017" ebook from
@PublicityHound goo.gl/44a7AV
How to write #emailsubjectlines that scream “Open me!” Inside "Best of 2017"
ebook from @PublicityHound goo.gl/44a7AV
#Howtocreatequizzes that go viral. Grab the free "Best of 2017" ebook from
@PublicityHound goo.gl/44a7AV
#Howtoreviveablog on life support. Inside "Best of 2017" ebook from
@PublicityHound goo.gl/44a7AV
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#BookMarketingTip: More #HARO successes. Grab the free "Best of 2017" ebook
from @PublicityHound goo.gl/44a7AV
New to #bookpublicity? Start local. Learn how in the “Best of 2017” ebook from
@PublicityHound goo.gl/44a7AV
#TVpublicitytip. Ask this crucial question before every in-studio appearance. See
“Best of 2017” ebook from @PublicityHound goo.gl/44a7AV
2 ways to get your book into Costco. Inside the “Best of 2017” ebook from
@PublicityHound #bookmarketing goo.gl/44a7AV
How to get more retweets. Tips from @SallyFalkow inside “Best of 2017” ebook
from @PublicityHound #twittertips goo.gl/44a7AV
How to answer the dreaded question during a #mediainterview. See free "Best
of 2017" ebook from @PublicityHound goo.gl/44a7AV
How to answer a #HAROquery and convince a journalist to call. See free "Best of
2017" ebook from @PublicityHound goo.gl/44a7AV
#Authors: How to discuss your books during an on-air media interview. Inside
the “Best of 2017” ebook from @PublicityHound #authormarketing
goo.gl/44a7AV
Use “#LoveYourLawyerDay” in November for publicity. Tips from the “Best of
2017” ebook from @PublicityHound goo.gl/44a7AV
Shy? 3 #selfpromotiontips for shy people. Inside the “Best of 2017” ebook from
@PublicityHound goo.gl/44a7AV
17 ways to find anyone’s email address. Learn more from the “Best of 2017”
ebook from @PublicityHound #emailmarketing goo.gl/44a7AV
Use online reviews in #PRstorytelling. Learn more from the “Best of 2017”
ebook from @PublicityHound goo.gl/44a7AV
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How to write sassy #authorresourceboxes. Tips from the “Best of 2017” ebook
from @PublicityHound goo.gl/44a7AV
Powerful app for Google reviews. Learn more from the “Best of 2017” ebook
from @PublicityHound #apps #googlereviews goo.gl/44a7AV
10 ways your website hurts your publicity efforts. “Best of 2017” ebook from
@PublicityHound #websitupdates #authormarketing goo.gl/44a7AV
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